
WizeHire is the only platform that provides automated DISC assessments and 
role-specific personality fit scoring to help you make more informed hiring 
decisions. By eliminating the guesswork in the recruiting and hiring process, 
you can now find the talent you need by using our software automation and 
personal service of a hiring coach. It's how we help you find the best 
candidates for the job.

WizeHire vs Traditional Job Sites

Unsure about job ad copy and either 
copy/paste or delay posting altogether

Guessing when it comes to job board best 
practices 

Low visibility on a few sites and managing 
multiple accounts

Ad performance fluctuations and 
decreased visibility over time

Sending manual assessment reports or 
skipping them altogether

Making uninformed hiring decisions on your 
own or hiring expensive consultants

Tedious and manual workflows organizing 
candidate information

RECRUITING

ASSESSING

Tracking conversations with candidates in 
time-intensive ways 

Basic customer support

Providing your personal contact information 
to candidates 

Confidently post a quality job ad in minutes 
with proven job ad templates

Get expert advice from our hiring coaches on 
your job ad, screening questions, and 
compensation plan to attract top talent

Prime visibility on 60+ job boards in one 
account 

Constant job ad monitoring by our hiring 
coaches

Automated online DISC personality 
assessments

Make more informed hiring decisions using 
our pre-screening assessments for 
personality fit and qualifications

Streamlined Applicant Tracking System

Create, send and save message templates 
throughout each hiring stage 

Amazing support from dedicated hiring 
coaches

Communicate securely with candidates 
inside of your dashboard

HIRING

Still Hiring the Old Way?

For small business owners and executives who want to hire the best talent, WizeHire is a month-to-month online recruiting 
service that streamlines the hiring process and provides the best candidates for the job. There are no contracts or commission 

fees. Pause or cancel anytime. Over three thousand small businesses trust WizeHire to help them build a great team.

Have a question? Get in touch!
team@wizehire.com   |   wizehire.com   |   1-877-225-8978

Before with traditional Job Sites Today with

Run-of-the-mill job sites work if you're looking to hire just anyone,
but if you're looking for top talent keep reading. 


